Clinical and physiological basis for a new method underlying rehabilitation of the damaged visual nerve function by direct electric stimulation.
A new method of rehabilitation of damaged visual nerves has been tested during clinical physiological investigations in 45 patients with pathological opticochiasmal brain tumor, inflammation and trauma. The essence of the new method was in implanting the electrode into the nerve when the patient was operated on for the pathological formation and in directly stimulating the nerves for 2 or 3 postoperational weeks. Effectiveness of electrical stimulation was increased by direct recording of the electroneurogram as well as by the results of ophthalmological observations. Considerable improvement of vision was observed in 75%, and in 25% of these cases the vision was found to actually normalize. Even in cases of total blindness, vision was partially rehabilitated in 8 of 10 cases. Direct electrophysiological investigation of the visual nerve potentials enabled us to objectively estimate their functional state, predict the probability of visual rehabilitation as well as increase the efficiency of therapy. Neurophysiological mechanisms of visual rehabilitation under the influence of electrical stimulation of the visual nerves are discussed.